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Petra Campbell

Filmography



Car Park Waste Encapsulation Project. 8 Minutes. Producer, Director, Researcher, Author,
Narrator. 8 Minutes. Industrial Film about how contaminated soil was remediated using Directlyheated Thermal Desorption.



The History of Botany Bay. 120 Minutes. Producer, Director, Researcher, Author, Narrator.
Feature length educational, historical and biographical documentary on the history of the
development of Botany Bay from pre Cook to present day.



How to Process Scrap Metal on Your Island. 25 minutes. Producer/Director/Author/Narrator
Demonstrates how to sort, process and containerise different categories of scrap metal in
preparation for exportation to a recycler, covering metal processing equipment and occupational
health and safety.



Niue Scrap Metal Pilot. 29 minutes. Producer/Director/Author/Narrator
How the island of Niue removed its scrap metal in one big all island effort so as to illustrate that
removing all types of scrap metal from small islands is feasible.



How to Process Plastic on Your Island. 31 minutes. Producer/Director/Author/Narrator
Funded by the French Development Agency, the Pacific Fund and the Tahitian Waste
Management Department, this 52 minute video continues in the “how to” vein, and
demonstrates how to sort, process and containerize different categories of plastic for exportation
to a recycler. It covers plastic processing equipment and occupational health and safety.



Easter Island, Water Sanitation and Supply. 8.10 minuts. Producer/Director/Author/Narrator
This 30 minute video concerns the delivery of composting toilets to Easter Island while
highlighting the issues of waste water management there.



Easter Island, Waste Management. 60 minutes. Producer/Director/Author/Narrator
Looks at waste management problems on Easter Island and documents the training and
assistance provided by the Tahitian Waste Management Department and Pacific Aid Australia to
the Municipality of Easter Island



Easter Island, On the Road to Development. 34 minutes. Producer/Director/Author/Narrator
This slow paced dialogue-free documentary illustrates Easter Island and the sustainability
pressures it currently faces.



Compostable Baby Nappies in the Pacific. 11 Minutes. Producer/Director/Author/Narrator
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This short promotional video shows the public consultation process of a trial in three Pacific
Islands of compostable baby nappies.



Tuvalu: Plastic Shopping Bag Free Program. 35 minutes. Producer/Director/Author/Narrator
Documents the strategic implementation of the Tuvalu Plastic Shopping Bag Free Program. It
covers community consultation, distribution of the bags, sustainability issues and the use of
media to get the message to, and enlist the participation of, the Tuvaluan community.



Death of the Soviet Amazon. 52 minutes. Producer/Director/Author/Narrator
This 52 minute documentary centres on the conflict between the indigenous people of Siberia
and the exploitation of the second largest oil and gas fields in the world.



Le Silence des Nentsi. 20minutes Producer/Director/Author/Narrator
This 20 minute video centers on a nomadic family in the Arctic Circle and their quest for clean
water and uncontaminated fishing spots in a fragile tundra steadily being destroyed by gas
exploration.



Detlina Chok. 52 minutes. Producer/Director/Author/Narrator
This 16 mm film documents the life of a 19 year old Nenets young man, torn between carrying on
the tradition of fishing, hunting and deer husbandry, or migrating to the nearest industrial town
where he would most likely end up in low paid unskilled labor but where his fiancée, not willing
to be a deer herders wife, wanted to move. The film documents the demise of traditional
nomadic units on the tundra in the face of ecological destruction. “Detlina Chok: 20 Years Later”
is currently under pre production with the objective of finding the original community followed in
Detlina Chok and verifying if predictions made 20 years ago came true.



The Sydney Aboriginal and Oceanic Fair. 52 Minutes. Producer/Director/Author/Narrator
Looks at a trade fair and public exposition aimed at promoting arts and crafts of the Aboriginal
and Oceanic community with the objective of enhancing economic sustainability.



Nina Simone, The Legend: 53 Minutes. Assistant Producer, Researcher and Film Archive
researcher, Field Producer, French Translator

OTHER
60 Minutes (snapshot):




Prince Charming. Producer. Exclusive Interview with Prince Albert of Monaco.

The Kazakh Experiment. Story Initiator. Research and Field Producer. The consequences of
50 years of Russian nuclear testing in Kazakhstan ( this story was picked up by American 60 Minutes)



Yasser Arafat. Story Initiator, Researcher, Field Producer. Exclusive Interview with Yasser
Arafat in exile in Tunis.
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President Mobutu. Story Initiator. Researcher. Field Producer. French Translator. Exclusive
Interview with President Mobuto of then Zaire.



French Nuclear Testing. The French resume nuclear testing in the Pacific. Story Initiator.
Researcher. Field Producer. French Translator




Catherine D’Estivale. Field Producer, French Translator. Story of a French rock climber
Nancy Wake. Field Producer, French Translator. Nancy Wake re visits France.

ABC Foreign Correspondent (snapshot):



The French Nuclear Industry. Story Initiator. Researcher. Field Producer. Translator
An in depth look at the French nuclear industry (resulting from a year of investigative
research).



The French National Front. Story Initiator. Researcher. Field Producer. Translator
Exclusive interview with Jean Marie La Pen, leader of the French extreme right party.

